
Certifícate of Compliance

We hereby declare that the technical file of product complied with the requirement of 

directives Low Voltage Directive (LVD) (2014/35/EU)  

Manufacture d by :  

Name                           LAXMI POWER SOLUTIONS  
 

Address                       PLOT NO. -10, GALI NO -5, OPP -BERI -KA-BAGH, MALERNA ROAD   
                                      INDUSTRIAL  AREA, SECTOR- 60, BALLABGARH,  

                                      FARIDABAD -121004, HARYANA  
 

Product                       As per Annexure  
 

 

Complies with the requirements applicable to it  

The Certification body has performed an audit of the above product quality system covering 

the design, manufacturer and final inspection of the certified product. The quality system has 

been assessed, approved and is subject to continuous surveillance according to the directives  

Low Voltage Directive (LVD) (2014/35/EU)  

This certificate is issued under the following conditions:  

? It applies only to the quality system maintained in the manufacture of above referenced 
models and it does not substitute the design  or type -Examination procedures, if requested.  

? The certificate remains valid until the manufacturing conditions or the quality systems are 

changed.  

? The certificate validity is conditioned by positive results or surveillance audits.  

? After fulfilling the rel evant EU legislation, the manufacturer shall affix to each device, of the 
above referenced models.  

? The CE mark as shown above can be used, under the responsibility of the manufacturer, after 

completion of an EC declaration of conformity and compliance with all relevant EC directives. 
The statement is based on a single evaluation of one sample of above mentioned product. It 
does not imply an assessment of the whole production.  

 
 

Certificate Number:                        UM/23/02BI/PCCE                                                                                                          

Date of initia l Registration:                       28.02.2023                                                                                                    

Date of 1st Surveillance:                            28.01.2024                                                                                                         
Date of 2nd Sur veillance:                           28.01.2025                                                                                                     

Date of Expiry:                                               27.02.2026  

UK MARK ASSESSMENT LIMITED
2nd Floor College House,
17 King Edwards Road, Rulslip,
London, United Kingdom, HA47AE
    www.ukmark.org
    info@ukmark.org

Validity of this certificate can be verified at www.ukmark.org 

The validity of certificate is subject to regular surveillance audit on before above mentioned dates and its only valid 
after successful surveillance with continuation letter issued by UK MARK. It is issued subject to the continued availability 
of access at any time and without notice to the above named organization’s premises for the purpose of 
assessment and surveillance regarding the standard named above and UK MARK terms and conditions.
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UK MARK ASSESSMENT LIMITED
2nd Floor College House,
17 King Edwards Road, Rulslip,
London, United Kingdom, HA47AE
    www.ukmark.org
    info@ukmark.org

Validity of this certificate can be verified at www.ukmark.org 

The validity of certificate is subject to regular surveillance audit on before above mentioned dates and its only valid 
after successful surveillance with continuation letter issued by UK MARK. It is issued subject to the continued availability 
of access at any time and without notice to the above named organization’s premises for the purpose of 
assessment and surveillance regarding the standard named above and UK MARK terms and conditions.

Anexure-I Certificate No - UM/23/02BI/PCCE 
 

 
LAXMI POWER SOLUTIONS

  
 

This Certificate Covers following products  
? CHEMICAL EARTHING ELECTRODE  

? GI EARTHING ELCTRODE  

? COPPER EARTHING ELECTRODE  

? CONVENTIONAL LIGHTNING ARRESTER  

? ESE LIGHTNING ARESTER  

? LIGHTNING ARRSTER  

? EARTHING BACKFILL COMPOUND  

? GI PLATE EARTHING  

? COPPER PLATE EARTHING  

? PIPE EARTHING ELECTRODE  

? CI PIPE EARTHING ELECTRODE  

? ALUMINIUM EARTHING ELECTRODE  

? MAINTENANCE FREE CHEMICAL EARTHING   

  ? GI STRIP  

? COPPER STRIP  

? CI EARTH PIT COVER  

? CONCRETE EARTH PIT COVER   

? FRP EARTH PIT COVER  

? INSULATED CABLE  

? MAINTENANCE FREE EARTHING SYSTEM SET  

? COPPER BONDED EARTHING RODS  

? LPS EARTHING BACKFIL COMPOUND  

? ESE LIGHTNING PROTECTION SYSTEM  
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UK MARK ASSESSMENT LIMITED
2nd Floor College House,
17 King Edwards Road, Rulslip,
London, United Kingdom, HA47AE
    www.ukmark.org
    info@ukmark.org

Validity of this certificate can be verified at www.ukmark.org 

The validity of certificate is subject to regular surveillance audit on before above mentioned dates and its only valid 
after successful surveillance with continuation letter issued by UK MARK. It is issued subject to the continued availability 
of access at any time and without notice to the above named organization’s premises for the purpose of 
assessment and surveillance regarding the standard named above and UK MARK terms and conditions.

 

Anexure-I Certificate No - UM/23/02BI/PCCE 
 

 
LAXMI POWER SOLUTIONS

  
 

This Certificate Covers following products
? CONVENTIONAL EARTHING SYSTEM  

? CAST IRON PIPE EARTHING  

? G I PIPE EARTHING   

? COPPER BONDED EARTHING ELECTRODE   

? COPPER EARTHING RODS  

? SURGE PROTECTION DEVICES SYSTEM   

? G.I LIGHTNING ARRESTER   

? EARTH PIT MANHOLE COVERS   

? EXOTHERMIC WELDING SYSTEM 

? EXOTHERMIC TOOL KIT  

? EARTHING CONNECTING ACCESSORIES   

? EARTHING GROUND ENHANCING MATERIAL  

? SOLAR SYSTEM PRODUCTS   

? SOLAR STREET LIGHT  

? POLY PLASTIC PIT COVER   
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